CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION MINOR Plan Requirements

Campus: UMICH
Career: UMUS
Program: CCIVBDA / CCIVBMU / CCIVBMA / CCIVBTA / CCIVBFAM
(Note: No BSMUS plan code is set up for this minor)

RG 5871(BDA) / 5873(BMU) / 5875(BMA) / 5877(BTA) / 5881(BFAM)
CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION MINOR PREREQUISITE
Effective FA06/1610 (09/05/2006)

RQ 2969 Prerequisites for Classical Civilization
Effective FA01/1360 (09/05/2001)
LN 0010 Greek Culture: CLCIV 101, GTBOOKS 191 or HISTORY 200
LN 0020 Roman Culture: CLCIV 102 or HISTORY 201

RG 5872(BDA) / 5874(BMU) / 5876(BMA) / 5878(BTA) / 5882(BFA)
CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION MINOR CORE
Effective FA06/1610 (09/05/2006)

RQ 4507 Required Courses for Classical Civilization Minor
Effective FA06/1610 (09/05/2006)
LN 0010 One CLCIV course at the 400 level or above
LN 0020 CLCIV 480, 481 or another CLCIV course at the 400 level that satisfies the ULWR

RQ 4525 Total Hours and GPA Requirement for Classical Civilization Minor
Effective FA06/1610 (09/05/2006)
LN 0010 Limit 1 substitution course for 300 level requirement (make no exceptions here)
LN 0020 Required courses at the 400 level or above
LN 0030 Required courses at the 300 level or above
LN 0040 Minimum 10 hours taken in residence
LN 0050 Minimum 15 hours in the minor
LN 0060 Minimum 2.0 GPA in the minor (precondition not in 000021)